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Signworks is a young and dynamic 
company, with combined expertise 

from various fields. We offer more than 
just signage; we offer our combined skills to 

assist our clients from insightful proposals and 
design, to the manufacturing and installation. 

Signworks specialize in indoor and outdoor signage, 
including small and large format printing. We endeavour 

to create exposure, and promote brand awareness for our 
clients, with our multitudinous range of products and services 

offered. Every client will benefit from our various ranges of 
expertise; we offer creative design solutions and suggestions to 

create prodigious designs. Accompanied by our manufacturing and 
installation proficiency, ensures costs effective and durable signage. 

We also assist our clients in tailoring a solution to suit their requirements as well 
as their budget. By adapting the designs, materials, manufacturing processes and 

installation, we can prevail over any financial or palpable restrictions. Signworks 
prides itself on customer satisfaction, offering high quality signage with various ranges of 

expertise that will exceed expectations. Customers can be rest assured that a team of 
various professionals are combining expertise to cater for any signage requirements. BRIEF 
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ABOUT U
S

WHY US?

MISSION STATEMENT

We offer diverse experience in all 
aspects of Africa's Printing and Signage 
industry.

We can handle your needs from 
conception through to completion.

Signworks is proud to offer you full 
graphic and branding services including 
logo design.

Our skilled and experienced design and 
manufacturing team can deliver to you 
exactly what you need each and every 
single time.

At Signworks we work closely with you so 
that we can apply our considerable 

creative skills and experience to 
produce a final product that will 
meet and exceed your expectations.

Unlike many of our competitors 
Signworks services all areas.

We handle all of your signage and 
design needs under one roof.

We are a proud member of the 
International Sign Association

Our turnaround time is faster than 
some of our competitors

Owner managed and hands on

We at Signworks, endeavour to provide each of our clientele with the highest quality products, exclusivity and customer service. 

We endeavour to deliver signage solutions that meet your marketing objectives and finances, and make you stand out from the 
usual mass. 

We offer insights into proven sign production techniques and strategy.



OUR SERVICES
We offer our clients an extensive range of products 

and services. Our products and services are compiled 
according to our collective experience and expertise, 

giving us a competitive edge over our opposition.

Our clients find it beneficial using a single company to deliver a 
range of products and services. Using a single company 

emancipates any misunderstandings or cross platform incongruity 
between different contractors. Clients also find it assuring, knowingthat 

they will receive a consistent level of quality and customer satisfaction 
throughout our entire products and services lineup that they have become 

accustomed to with Signworks. Whereas using multiple companies bare no 
assurance of consistency.

We offer our clients the following products and services:

PRODUCTS
& SERVICES



DIGITAL
PRINTING

Large format printing, vinyl printing, 
wallpaper printing, canvas printing.

ANYTHING
VINYL

Vinyl cut-outs, decals and window art, 
frosting,sandblasting.

FULL
FINISHING

All finishing needs for both Litho and Digital 
departments.

LITHOGRAPHIC
PRINTING

Magazines, newspapers, posters, annual reports.

PRIN
TIN

G DEPARTMENT



COLLATERAL
DESIGN

We ensure that all collateral we produce is 
in tune with your brand and objectives. The 
emphasis will always be on your end goal. 

LOGO DESIGN
A brand is formed by everything your business does, 

from customer service to the products you sell a 
logo helps people remember your brand.

WEBSITE DESIGN
& MAKE-OVERS

Your website is the core of your digital offering 
and should best reflect your organisation. You 
benefit from designers who keep your brand 

consistent online and make sure your 
marketing goals are met.

CORPORATE
IDENTITIES

Every successful company or business has been one 
that maintains a unique and solid corporate identity. 
This is more than just a logo, but an entire corporate 

look for your businessDESIGN DEPARTMENT



SIGNAGE
MANUFACTURE

Our team can create signs out of a range of 
materials including timber, aluminum, 

Di-bond, PVC, acrylic and polycarbonate.

SIGNAGE MAINTANCE
Repair of faulty signs, removal and replace of faded 

graphics, general cleaning of signage, signage 
removal, existing signage revamps.

SIGNAGE
REPAIR

A damaged sign can spell disaster for your 
business, but we can quickly make repairs to 

get your sign back into tip-top shape.

VISTA
SYSTEMS

Modular curved frame technology.  
*Preferred Vista installer*SIGNAGE DEPARTMENT





GET I
N 

TOUCH
082 772 0462

info@signworks.co.za

www.signworks.co.za

Gauteng

@Signworks

086 585 1598


